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Marine insurance is an old and very flexible financial instrument. Most of the fundamental characteristics of the policies underwritten today in international insurance markets were established in the fourteenth century, in the Italian city-states which then dominated extra-European trade. It was created by merchants as a tool to be employed amongst themselves, and was intended to spread the risks of ocean-going commerce as widely as possible between them, for the lowest possible cost. Unlike most credit instruments, which make advances of capital, marine insurance provides contingent capital which is paid to the buyer only in the event that an actual insured loss has occurred. This allows individual merchants to trade with less capital than the specific perils of individual adventures prudently demand, permitting them to maximise their investment in trade goods. As trade expanded and merchants' trading patterns took them to increasingly distant ports, they brought their practices of marine insurance with them, transferring and expanding their system of risk-spreading at each new location.
1
The techniques and customs of marine insurance underwriting arrived, fully formed, in the Atlantic World with merchants and their trade. It was a critical component of that commerce, providing a contingent-capital safety net which allowed merchants to focus their cash and credit resources on their adventures, thereby oiling the machinery of Atlantic World exchange. The patterns of its use and spread highlight Atlantic World relationships, both within and outside imperial territorial constructs. This chapter examines such relationships through the lens of marine insurance, and illustrates circuits of money and trust upon which Caribbean trade -between both imperial centres and their dependent peripheries, but also between peripheries themselves -was secured. It begins with a brief outline of the mechanics of marine insurance and its early practice in London, before moving to a specific area of Atlantic World trade: that between emerging mainland colonial economies and the plantation-based economies of the Caribbean. Insurance underwriting in British North America adopted the patterns and practices of European, and especially London insurers. This chapter then examines in detail the underwriting activities of Obadiah Brown, an eighteenth-century merchant of Providence, whose insurance business followed his trade. It then returns to London, which continued to play a critical role in Atlantic World marine insurance, although one slightly different to that of New England merchant-insurers. Finally, the chapter considers briefly the decline of private marine insurance underwriting in the United States.
Early marine insurance
The structure of an insurance contract, and of the market institutions that support underwriting, is relatively simple. Following Italian practices, the model adopted in most trading centres by the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries was little different from that employed more than a century earlier in the Mediterranean. Multiple underwriters participated in each contract by assuming a proportion of its face value (their line), measured in the currency of the policy and expressed as a part of the total value of the sum insured, which was the maximum indemnity under the policy. This approach spread the risk broadly. Each participating insurer signed his name below the boilerplate text of the policy, making him and 'under-writer' or 'sub-scriber'. Underwriters charged a fee (the premium) which was expressed as a percentage of the sum insured (the rate), and which varied based on the characteristics of both the vessel and the voyage to be insured (the risk). The rate charged to the buyer (the insured) by all the underwriter-participants under an d d individual policy varied only very rarely; each charged the same price for their share of a specific risk, usually set by an underwriter who was expert in the risk-type (the leader). Rates were adjusted according to r the loss experience, and to various threats related to a specific voyage, such as the season, or the activity of corsairs. Underwriters sometimes specified the broad perils which were to be insured under the policy, usually according to standard policy language (the wording), and g g included in the contract the name of the insured vessel, the nature of the cargo, and the details of its voyage. Policies were often arranged by intermediaries (brokers), and in some locations sealed by notaries. Most of the underwriters were merchants themselves (contemporaneously,
